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Housekeeping note

During this session, I'll sometimes ask you to contribute your ideas. 
I'll be using this Padlet page so that all your responses can become part of this session.
I'll clearly state when to use this link:
 https://padlet.com/nfabri/MATEFLJUNE2021

This presentation will be uploaded onto the Padlet page at the end of the session and
the Padlet itself can be saved as a separate PDF by pressing the 'Share' button and
selecting the 'Save as PDF' option on the drop-down menu. 

https://padlet.com/nfabri/MATEFLJUNE2021


This session is somewhat based on recent personal classroom
experiences, especially while teaching a Listening Skills elective class
over a span of about 5 months, as well as literature and other source
material I have used to inspire me while lesson planning. 

It is by no means an exhaustive compendium of approaches, so I will
welcome your input at various points during the session!

Preface



By the end of the session, you will (hopefully) be:
1. able to identify different listening task types;
2. more familiar with different listening strategies, with a 
focus on pre-listening and during-listening strategies;
3. able to describe step-by-step strategies for learners to deal
with different task types;
4. able to extend/adapt the points covered by using different
online tools in class and for self-study.

Session aims



Are we real ly  
teaching

' l istening '?

Part 1



What does a listener need to understand spoken language?

Make a short list with at least three simple, specific ideas on the Padlet
page.

Padlet Task 1



Possible answers
Intrinsic factors: Ability to recognise phonemes/sounds and the effect of elision, assimilation and
intrusion in natural speech /suprasegmentals e.g. word stress/intonation; familiarity with the specific
accent of the speaker(s);
adequate knowledge of vocabulary and grammatical structures; 
ability to identify speech acts, and elements of discourse;
general familiarity with the topic being discussed and/or prior (personal) experience of the subject; 
an open mindset/positive attitudes (i.e. Krashen's low 'affective filter'), and/or internal motivational
factors;
familiarity with the specific task types and relevant strategies to employ;
frequent/consistent/extensive training/practice.

Extrinsic factors: clear voice/recording; a calm atmosphere without distractions/disruptive noises;
adequate acoustics; external motivational factors.

What do listeners need?



 Reflection

Skills training vs. assessment

Field (1998) highlighted the tendency teachers have to favour the product approach, rather
than focusing on the internal processes learners go through while listening (the process
approach). 

How do you use listening tasks in your classroom?

Do you teach listening skills i.e. help learners use strategies to complete listening tasks,
which can be replicated in future activities, or even in real life situations?



Part 2
Task types

&
approaches



Genre/task type:
 
 

Listening for gist           vs.       Listening for detail

Aspects to consider pt.1

Focus on: 
the big picture/
main ideas/patterns;

Often needs a single/
cursory attempt.

Focus on: 
specific information/
details;

Often needs more 
than one attempt.



Approaches:
Top-down              vs.            Bottom-up 

Aspects to consider pt.2

Focus on: 
Activating schemata i.e.
tapping into the learners'
background knowledge,
experiences,  and attitudes
before starting the
listening task.

Focus on: 
Small units of language 
 are tackled first, then
built up to a wider
context and discussion
later.



Genre/task type:
 
 

Listening for gist
 
 
 

vs. 
 
 
 

listening for specific
information/detail

 

Aspects to consider pt.3

Approaches:
 
 

Top-down 
 
 
 

 vs.  
 
 
  

Bottom-up
 



Genre/task type:
 
 

Listening for gist
 
 
 

vs. 
 
 
 

listening for detail
 

Aspects to consider pt.4

Approaches:
 
 

Top-down 
 
 
 

 vs.  
 
 
  

Bottom-up
 

Identifying the
situation/issue/speakers

identifying attitudes/opinions
 
 
 

T/F/NG
gap-fills/forms/tables

identifying errors/differences



Padlet Task 2

Outcomes Upper-Intermediate, page106

Outcomes Intermediate, page 20

a.

b.

Can you identify some differences
between these two tasks? How would you
approach them differently with your
learners?



Part 3
Strategies



According to Willing (1988), a learning strategy is a
“specific mental procedure for gathering, processing,
associating, categorizing, rehearsing and retrieving
information or patterned skills.” 

Strategies

Wilson (2008) grouped listening strategies into three main
categories: cognitive (i.e. what one must do to do the task),
meta-cognitive (i.e. having some awareness of the process
by which to get a better result), and socio-affective (i.e.
interacting with other speakers/learners, and exploring
attitudes towards learning).



Gist listening task

Outcomes Upper-Intermediate, page106

Why?
What (health problems)? 

This task was set after the topic of health issues
was firmly established as the central theme of
the unit.

Step 1 (pre-listening): I asked the learners to
think about the last time they made or received
a call where someone had reported feeling
unwell, and to tell a partner. [Socio-
affective/activating schemata]

Step 2 (pre-listening): I asked my class to focus
on the question words in the task:

1.
2.

[meta-cognitive]
Step 3 (while listening): Learners looked for
patterns/topic words in each conversation. 



Gist listening task

Outcomes Upper-Intermediate, page106

(Step 3 cont.) To avoid focusing on detail, I
asked them to write freely while listening but
then edit their answer to no more than 8
words for each question. [cognitive]

Step 4: (post-listening) They worked in pairs,
discussing what they had understood, and
made inferences, and proposed their ideas to
the class. Answers were elicited and situations
were constructed step by step as a class.
[cognitive/meta-cognitive]

Step 5: (conclusion) Learners were given a
handout of the transcript and/or listened
again to confirm. They were encouraged to
summarize the main points of the content in
their own words at the end. [cognitive]



Step 1: (Pre-listening) I instructed my class to attempt to
predict the type of word in each gap by using this simple
matrix. Understanding one element in the matrix, helps
get closer to a viable prediction. [meta-cognitive]

Gap-fill task type

Outcomes Pre-Intermediate, page106

Specific 
word?

Word 
family?

Word 
class

Collocate?



This is what I managed to elicit
from my Pre-Intermediate
learners during a lesson this
week. 

Gap-fill task type

Outcomes Pre-Intermediate, page106



Gap-fill task type

Outcomes Pre-Intermediate, page106

Confirmed answers



Using keywords

Keynote Upper-Intermediate, page 86

'content' (as opposed to functional) words e.g.
nouns/ verbs/ adjectives/ adverbs;
negative forms - verbs/never/no etc.;
numbers/figures/references to quantity if any;
keywords/terms that were different from the
other items in the list.

This task was preceded by a free discussion about
the topic: work-life balance.
Step 1 (pre-listening): I asked the learners to
choose no more than 4 keywords for each
statement, giving preference to:

 [cognitive/meta-cognitive]
Step 1.2 (pre-listening):  I asked them to expand
on Step 1 by adding synonyms of some of the
chosen keywords. Benefit: Higher-level
processing/checking meaning.         [cognitive]



Keyword prediction

Keynote Upper-Intermediate, page 86

 

Ted Talk video link: https://tinyurl.com/3zcffjd3

My Business English students
at B1.2 level, came up with
the following:



Part 4
Online tools



Authentic listening

https://www.voicetube.com



Pronunciation challenge
https://www.voicetube.com/challenges/pronunciation/20210612

 

Voicetube doubles up as a pronunciation tool.
You can also listen to audio files from different
users - which can make for some interesting
accent training.



Dictation tool
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Text-to-speech tools

If you don't mind doing this on the fly:
https://www.naturalreaders.com/online/

If you want to save as an MP3: 
http://www.fromtexttospeech.com/

 
(See Padlet post with audio sample)



Other listening tools

Ted Talks (the interactive transcript is a lesson-planning
lifesaver) www.ted.com;
TED ED https://ed.ted.com/ for ready-to-use video-based
lessons;
Breaking News English - excellent for graded listening and
(speed) reading https://breakingnewsenglish.com/
Elllo.org - great resource for accent training, among other
things.

Other tools you might already know about:



Field, J. (1998), The Changing Face of Listening, in English Teaching Professional, Issue 6,
p.12-14;
Flowerdew, J. & Miller, L. (2005) Second Language Listening: Theory and Practice, CUP;
Lewis, M. & Hill, J. (1992) Practical Techniques for Language Teaching, LTP Teacher Training;
Wilson, J.J. (2008) How to teach Listening, Pearson Longman 

Further reading

Course book material used in this session:
Dellar, H. &  Walkley, A. (2016) Outcomes Pre-Intermediate Student's
Book, 2nd ed., p.106, Cengage Learning/National Geographic Learning
Dellar, H. & Walkley, A. (2016) Outcomes Upper-Intermediate Student's
Book, 2nd ed., pg.106, Cengage Learning/National Geographic
Learning
Stephenson, H. (2016), Keynote Upper-Intermediate Student's Book, 
 p.86, Cengage Learning/National Geographic Learning



Thank you for listening! 

Contact: nfabri@gmail.com


